- Organize a family and friend cross-country video gaming tournament that will help families living far apart stay connected and celebrate the holidays.

- More than half of Internet users participate in online holiday shopping this year, according to statistics from Internet Retailer (2007). Join the trend and spend more time at home with your family and less time standing in line or online shopping with high-speed Internet.

- High-speed Internet can be relatively inexpensive, starting at $19.05 per month with services such as EMBARQ.

- After a day of hectic holiday activity, relax with the latest entertainment products. You can order your favorite movies and TV shows from DISH Network satellite TV. Bundle DISH TV with other services and benefit from monthly discounts and one point of contact.

- Each year, the majority of mothers aged 18 to 29 and a learning format that re-

- Keeping Kids’ Gearing Game From Going Lost

- Mum, I think I lost my P&P!" Or, equally horrifying: “Mom, Tommy borrowed my new Halo 3 game, and now won’t give it back.”

- Yes, as every parent can attest to, the above scenario is worse than the possibility of your teenager being a brat and you hate to see it evaporate before your very eyes. So to avoid arguing with your teen and losing your mind (because we all know how effective reason and logic are), you're going to need to develop a prevention ahead of time.

- That's where Stuck On You comes in. Stuck On You manufactures fun, colorful labeling products, has some common-sense strategies for keeping your kids honest about what belongs to whom. "Stuck Labels are made to last and are waterproof and UV-resistant. Prices range from $1.25 to $21.50 depending on pack style.

- For more information, visit www.stuckonyou.com.
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- Moms Returning To The Workforce Say They Need More College Education

- Stay-at-home moms recognize this need and are looking to go back to school. Moms headed back to school are most likely to enroll in education and health care programs. Additionally, two-thirds of these moms seek additional career training.

- Findings from the “Return of Mothers To Work” Study show that the majority of mothers are interested in convenient, flexi-
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- New Free Internet Service Offering Students Their Own Group Study Hub Online

- How effective arguing with a teenager can be...